Audience Choice – Lightning Pitches

Please tick one (1) box to indicate your vote for the audience choice prize. You may consider the innovation of the idea and/or the presentation itself.

- Tonetable - getting the experience of crafting expressive synthetic voices into the hands of AAC users
- Joseph's Top 4 Lightning Pitch Ideas.
- The UH-OH! Approach - communicating something's wrong.
- AAC Research: Reading together with PODD and Partner Scanning.
- The urgent is the enemy of the important.
- Access: Just google it!
- AAC - Embracing Indigenous Cultures
- The Communicative Words of Co-Created Spaces: Promoting Possibilities for Preschoolers
- AAC Voice
- A program to encourage politicians to employ a person with a communication disability as a way of reducing unemployment for people who use AAC
- Computer Access for the Next Generation
- Elevator music to build your AAC